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. . 
officers and enlisted men the benefit of the battle ex- 
periences of others. To be of maxinnnn benefit these 
lessons must be disseminated withour delay. They do not 

necessarily represent the carefully considered views of the 

War Department; they do, ho\ve\w, reflect the actual 
experiences of conlbat and, therefore, merit careful read- 

ing. For this reason, also, no single issue can cover many 
of the, phases of combat; lessons will be drawn from the 
t-eprts as they are~received from the theaters of operation 

,and quickly disseminated so that others .may apply them. 
The suggestions wbicb are made or implied are not in- 

tend&to chin@ the tactical doctrine by which our Army 
has be&n trained but rather to elaborate thereon. ,Much 
of the subject matter has been covered in training litera- 

ture, but the’comtnents show that shortcomings continue to 
manifest themselves on the battlefield.. 
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LEADERSHIP OF SMALL UNITS 

In the mass of reports being received from the active 
lheatcrs and in the rwnel~us interviews with officers and 
men returning from combat no singic subject is so much 

emphasized as the subject of leadershifi. It is the leader- 

ship of small units-leadership by lieutenants, by sergeants,, 
and by private soldiers--which receives the most comment. 

Typical Comments ‘Below are given sxne typical com- 

ments gleaned from recent reports and interviews: 
“Leaders must be able to adapt ~themselver quickly to 

unexpected and unfamiliar situations . they must be 
able to take the men and material available and do the 
job.” 

“Units under fire for the first time require a maximum 
of personal leadership.” 

“Wounded men told mc several times: ‘We have no 
kick about our leaders-they were up front.’ ” 

“[In landing operations] men always operate in small 



“Leadership in Unexpected and Unfamiliar Situations.” 

groups [often] under confused conditions; such 
situations ,call for the highest degree of individual resource- 
fulness, self-discipline, and leadership” 

“Any company is obviously dependent on competent 
nonconmissioned leaders . .” 

So go the reports. It is obuioas that in the minds of 
men in battle, that ir, in the minds of the mm who knou+- 

leadership is the most importartt factor of all. 

* 

A Fighting Soldier Fifth Army, ITALY: Sergsnrt Jmncs 

M. Logan, who at the time was an infantry private, waded 
&ore with the first wave of the assault echelon at 
SALERNO on 9 September, and put to immediate USC, the 
training he had received during the many months which 
had preceded this evtint., HIS courageous actions have 
wou him the Conglrssional Medal of Honor. 
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Round One After his company had moved about one- 

half mile inland and occq%d positions along the forward 
bank of an irrigation canal the enemy initiated a counter- 

attack from positions along a stone wall running parallel 

to the canal and about 200 yards further inland. Serge&t 
Logan killed the first three Germans emerging from a 

gap in the wall. In so doing he exposed himself to enemy 
machine gun fire which sprayed the ground in his vicinity 

and splattered him with dirt and rock chips thrown up by 
the impact of the bullets. 

Rovnd Two Then he dashed across the 200 yards space, 
under,a withering stream of fire. Upon reaching the wall 

he crawled along its base until opposite the machine gun 
position. Jumping up, he shot the two gunners and, seiz- 
ing the gun, turned it on other enemy troops and forced 

them’ to abandon the position. Running out of machine 

gun ammunition, the sergeant smashed the gun on the 
rocks and abandoned it. He then captured a’ German 

officer and private who were trying ~to &ape. 

Round Three Later the same morning the intrepid ser- 
geant went after a sniper hidden in a house about 150 

yards from his company’s position. Running another 

gauntlet of fire he shot the lock off the door of the house, 
kicked the door in and,shot the sniper, who had just 

reached the bottom of the stairs in an attempt to escape. 

* 

A SATTLE is the aggregate of a large number of &ml- 
taneous tndtvidual combat activities. 
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FIGHTING IN NORMANDY 

Bucking the Hedgerows The terrain in the area 

selected for the initial penetration of French soil was gen- 

erally level 01‘ gently sloping. However, it was broken up 
into a “crazy quilt” pattern of sn~all fields separated by 

“hedgerows.” These consisted of an earthen mound 01 

wall 8 to 10’feet in width and 4 to 6 feet in height, covered 

with a scrub undergrowth. 
Along the top of this wall grew mows of trees. Forming 

an important part of the obstacle thus created was the ditch 

which ran along one or both sides of the mound. The 
roads, narrow and winding, ran between these hedgerows, 
and offered the defenders many a&antageous positions for 

ambuscades or, surprise attacks on advancillg foot-troops 

and armor. Observation was normally limited from one 
hedgerow to the next, altbougb an occasional structure, 

such as~the church tower in a village would tiiden the 

horizon. 



Cross Section of Typical Nammdy Hedqemw. 

These peculiarities of t&in led to the development of 
special operational techniques in the application of tactical 
principles. Quoted below are some experience reports, 
trnrn~ the battlefield, of hedgerow fighting. 

The German Defense Ever since August 1940 the Ger- 
mans have been,studying and organizing the beach defenses 
of the French cbast. They are past masters of the art of 
utilizing the terrain to advantage. 
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As set forth in a letter from the Comnmnding Genernl, 

U. S. XIX Curps: “The Germans have been thorough in 

their defense. Their weapom are normally sited to .pm- 

vide long fields of fire. The 8%mm dual purpose gun, 
the ‘Tiger’ tank with its 88.mm gun, or the ‘Panther’ tank 

which has a 75mm high-velocity gun, normally takes you 
under fire at ranges up to 2,000 yards. All weapons are 

well dug in. The mobility of their tanks is often sacrificed 

in order to secwe the protection of a ditch or the walls of 
a building. 

Sniper Trouble “The German soldiers had been given 

orders to stay in their positions and, unless you rooted them 
out, they would stay, even thpugh your attack had passed 

by or over them. Some of their snipers stayed hidden fqr 
2 to 5 days after a position had been taken and then ‘popped 

up’ suddenly with a riflle or AT grenade launcher to take 
the shot for which they had been waiting. 

“We found fire crackers with slow burning fuse left by 
snipers and AT gun crews in their old positions when they 

moved. These exploded at irregular inten&, giving the 

impression that the position was still occupied by enemy 

forces. 
“High losses among tank commanders have been caused 

by German snipers. Keep buttoned up, as the German 
rifleman concentrates on such profitable targets. This is 

especially true in villages. After an action the turret of the 

commander’s tank is usually well marked with rifle bullets. 

Enemy in Ambush “On several occasions the Germans 

have allowed small patrols of ours to enter villages and 
wander around unmolested, but when stronger forces were 

sent forward to occupy the village they would encounter 
strong resistance. The Germans will permit a patrol to 
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German Weapons One infantry rcgimentaf commander 

has given a good detailed description of the defensive or- 
ganization: “We found that the enemy eqloyed very few 

troops with an extremely large number of automatic weap- 

ons. All personnel and automatic weapons were well dug 
in along the hedgerows in excellent firing positions. In 

most cases tbe aplmx&zs to thcsc positions were covered 

by mortar fire. Also additional fire support was provided 

by artillery field pieces of 75-mm, OR-nun; and 240.mm 

caliber firing both time and percussion fire. NUlXrOUS 
snipers located in trees, houses, and towers ,vere used. 

Our Attack “The most successful method of dealing with 

these defensive positions was the closely coordinated attack 

of infantry and tanks, with xtillcry and 4.2-inch chemical 

rmrtars ready to assist where needed. The use of tliese 
suplnrting weapom was severely handicaljped by the 
limited observation.” 

TANK-INFANTRY COMBINE 

Teamwork the Key The great emphasis placed on the 
iqxrtance of tank-infantry teamwork is reflect@d in the 

many rep@s and training instructions that have been 

issued by combat commanders. For example the Com- 

mnudiq General, IUZ Corps published the following nar- 
rative of such an action in a training memorandum: “The 

capture of the high ground north of the MONTGIWXIRG- 

QUINEVILLE ROAD wis accomplished by the 3d Battalion, 
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22d Infantry,, clox4g su~)ported by the 70th Tank Battalion, 

which was operating at a reduced strength of 18 tanks. 

“Upon receiving the order for tbc attack at 1830, 13 
June, the tank battalion commander immediately initiated 

.a route reconnaissance to a suitable assembly area and ar- 

ranged for a confcrwce bctxvecn his key officers and t,hose 

of the infantry battalion. 

Elements of the Plan “At this conference the following 

essential elements to effect coordination were agreed upon: 

“I. H-hour would be at 0930. 
“2. An artillcty ixepamtion would be fired from H-15 

minutes to H-hour. 

“3. When the artillery fire liffed, the tank mortar pla- 
twxl, from positions immediately in rear of the Line 

of IIeparture, would fire on all known and suspected AT 

gun locations. . 
“4. Each of the two infantry assault companies would 

be directly supported by six tanks. The remaining six 

tanks would be in gcrlcral support. 

“5. All tanks would be held 800 yards in rear of the 
LD, moving forward in timi to cross the line with the 

infantry at H-hour. 

The Advance “The attack jumped off on time, the tanks 
advancing very slowly, spraying the hedgerows with ma- 

chine-gun fire. Theinfantry advanced abreast ,of the tanks, 

mopping up as they prgceeded. The supporting tank com- 
p&y remained about 500 to 600 yards in rear of the as- 

sault companies and covered their fo&ard movement by 

overhead fire. 
“The objective WBS seized at 1500 after an advance of 

over 2,000 yards against a well-organized resistance which 
utilized both open and conwete emplacements.” 



Carp Commander’s Comment: In discussin,a this attack 

the Corps Commander made the foliowing comments on 

infantry-tank coopera$on: 

“Tank companies require ‘at least 3 hours and ta!lk 

battalions a. minimum of 5 hours of daylight in which to 

prepare for an ~attack. 

“Tank assembly positions shotild be selected well in rear 

of the Line of Departure. 

“Tank officers and infantry commanders should discuss 

and arrange all details of their cooperative effort by per- 

sonal conference at some prearranged location. ~If~possible 
this location should allow visual reconnaissance oft the zone 

of activity. 

“The tanks should not’be advanced to the LD until the 

time of the attack. 

“Artillery observers should be with the leading wave of 

tanks. 
. 

“Radio communication between the infantry CP and 

the tanks should be maintained. 

<‘The speed of the tan+ should conform- to the infantry 

‘rate of advance. Gaps should not be allowed to develop 

between the two 4ements. 

“The infantry can assist the tanks in p.?ssing through 

hedgerows by protecting them from hostile AT personnel 

using AT grenades or r&k&s. 

“In the absence of defin$e targets fortiard infantry ele- 

ments should fire at .the nearest cover to the front and 
flanks. Rifle fire ~directed along the lower strqtures ~& 

friendly tanks will discourage &any use of magnetic mines. 

“Enemy AT gum firing at our tanks should be imme- 

diately smothered by our mortar and automatic-weapons 
fire, thus foicing the gun crews to take cover and per- 

mitting the tanks to outflank and destroy the”enemy guns. 



“Tanks should be enlployed on both sides of hedges when 
advancing &ng a hedgerow. 

“If at all possible tanks should avoid roads during the 
attack. 

“The tanks in general support should mop up any posi- 
tions which are bypassed by the first wave of tanks. 

“Once the final objective is reached the tanks should 
immediately withdraw to a predetermined rally point. If 
they remain with the infantry they will attract heavy enemy 
artillery fire which will seriously interfere with the infantry 
reorganization.” 

+ 

Limited Objective+ A letter from Headqkzrters, XIX 
Corps, stresses the importance of the limited objective in 
controlling the combined infantry-tank action: “The major 
objective given in corps, division, and even regimental 
plans and orders is reached by a series of limited-objective 
attacks by infantry and tank platoons and companies. 
Thus the designation of the major objective should be con- 
sidered as indicating an axis of advance and an ultimate 
goal for the snxdler assault units. Here in NORMANDY the 
~normal objective of each attack is the next hedgerow where 
there will be a pause for reorganization and for planning 
the next advance. Keep the distance to be traversed short 
so that the tanks will not outstrip the infantry, thus losing 
the close support that is mutually necessary to make the 
fight effective. It is very desirable whenever conditions 
permit that each limited objective be visible from the line 
of departure. 

Personal Reconnaissance “The closely coordinated 
team play that is called for in hedgerow fighting requires a 
maximum of personal reconnaissance. The key to success 
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in each fight from hedgerow to hedgerow is personal recon- 

nnissance by the commanders concerned.” 

* 

Bulldozer Tanks An infmlt7-y bnttnlioi~ ronmnmfel- wrote 
from NORMANDY: “The light and medium tank equipped 

with a bulldozer blade was s~~ccessfully used to plow 

through the hedgerows, cutt~ing openings through which 
the other tanks would file to fan out and cover the next 

field. The steep banks which line the roads would be cut 
down at predetermined crossing points.” 

9 

Fighting Infantry Infantry Regirnenfnl Commander, 
NORMANDY: “Fire and movement is still the only sound 

way to advance your infantry in daylight fighting. Build 

up a ‘good strong base of fire with automatic rifles and light 
machine guns. The heavy mnchinc guns are much more 

effective, but it is difficult to keep them up with the ad- 

vance. Use your 60.mm mortars to dccpa and thicken 
your covering fire, When you are all set, cnt loose with all 

you’ve got to keep Jeny’s head down while the riflemen 

close in from the Ranks and clean him out. 

Hedgerow Hints “Because of the limited range of ob- 
servation, scouts tended to operate too close to their units, 

,Tlrey should try to keep at least one hedgerow ahead of 

the remainder of ,the squad. 
“Riflemen still have a tendency to wait ~for a definite, 

visible target before shooting. Each man should cover 

with fire any assigned sector which he believes occupied. 
Only then will he provide the needed protection to his 

comrades on the move. 



-------$--- 

TANKDOZER vs. HEDGEROW 



“Avoid the areas in tile vicinity of large treed when 
digging in. Enemy artillery fire in these trees will cause 

tree bursts with the ~aule effect as time fire.” 

Hedgerow Explosives Obscn~r’s Rcfxwt, NOR~NDY: 
“The engineers played their part in the tank-infantry 

team. The sketches show graphically how the closely 
coordinated tank-infantry-engineer team worked in one of 

our divisions. 
“The tank would place covering fire on the far hedge 

from a position behind the hedge to be breached. Under 

this fire the infantv would move into the field ahead to 
cover the engineer operations. The engineers would place 

explosive charges to breach tbc hedge during the infantry 
advance. 





“When the tank fire had to stop to avoid endangering 

our own infantry, the tank would momentarily withdraw, 
and the charges would be detonated. The team would 

then move forward to the next hedgerow to repeat the 

performance. It was found that two charges of 50 pounds 

each placed as shown were adequate to breach any type 

of hedgerow.’ 

* 

Lecln on the Artillery Preparation Connmnding Gen- 
#al, 79th Division, NORMANDY: “Heavy artillery prepara- 
tion fires, terrifically expensive in ammunition, have been 
\vasted because they xvere not closely followed up by the 

attacking infantry. Remember these supporting fires do 
not destroy the enemy but merely force him underground 

for a brief period. You must be on top of him when he 

‘pops up’ again.” 

The Useful 4.2 Injantry Battalion Commander, NOR- 
MANDY: “The 4.2~inch chemical mortar has proved to be 

a wonderful close-support weapon. Captured prisoners 
stated that they feared it more than artillery shell because 

they could not hear the projectile. The Germans have 

shown a marked dislike for VP, and on many occasions 
a few rounds, throwti in their hedgerow positions have 
causid their precipitate withdrawal. 

“We fired the mortars like artillery pieces.,using for- 
ward observers with the assault rifle cotnpanies. The mor- 

tars did their best work at ranges of 1,500 to 2,000 yards, 

but on occasion they have done deadly execution at 3,500 

yards.” 

+ 



Battlefield Recovery Under Fire Letter, Fiw U. S. Army 

Group, NORMANDY: “A tank battalion used the follow& 
piocedure to recover one of their tanks which had been 

immobilized only 200 yards from the German lines: 

“An infantry platoon was placed in concealment in the 
hedgerow facing the German position 2nd disposed so that 

its fire would cover the disabled tank. An 81-mm mortal 
was emplaced on the right flank of the infantry platoon. 

Then the tank recovery vehicle (T-2) started forward. 

Almost immediately a German machine gun opened fire 
but was silenced~ in short order by the mortar. 

“When the recovery vehicle reached the disabled tank, 
the German infantry opened fire and moved forward, but 

the heavy fire from our infantry platoon, coupled with a 
concentration from the mortar, caused their precipitate 

retirement. The recovery vehicle hooked on to the tank 
and towed it to safety with no further difficulty and no 

casualties.” 

* 

AIR SUPPORT IN FRANCE 

Close Support by Fighter Planes The following incident 

as related by an observer in FR..~cE illustrates the close 

support which fighter planes have been giving the ground 
troops in recent fighting in France: 

“It ‘was an early morning mission. The planes were to 
assist the march of one of our armored columns, which was 

moving rapidly Southward. As the planes appeared over- 

head the following radio conversation took place,: 
“Ground to plane: ‘Hello Kismet Red. This is Bronco. 

What have you in sight overhead? We have no targets 



Tank Destroyers Help the Infantry to the Front. 



now. Is there anything in those woods off to the left 01 
over the brow of the hill ahead? 

“Piye minutes later the plane reports: ‘Bronco this is 

Kismet Red. Don’t see anything in the woods and there 
is nothing over t,he hill. There are 12 Tiger tanks retreat- 
ing about 4 miles down the road. Shall we bomb them?’ 

“The amwer comes back, ‘Yes, go ahead and bomb 
them. Save some of your bombs if you an. 

Tank Trap “The P-47’s caught the tanks in n ravine, and 
blasted the leading tank on their first pass. The others, 
not able to continue on or’ turn around, were caught in a 
trap. The planes made repeated passes at very low altitude 
and destroyed them all, 

“As the tank column proceeded it received artillery fire 
from a patch of woods about 2 miles distant to the left. 
Since the airplanes couldn’t identify the target the tanks 
marked it with a 75.mm red smoke shell. The squadron 
unloaded all their bombs on the target and the artillery 

fire ceased. 

The Surrender “The planes continwd to ~cwer the 

column on its march, and about 10 minutes later spotted 
eight hostile tanks approaching on a road which ran at 
right angIes to the mute of the friendly armor. After re- 
porting to the c,olumn commander the planes proceeded 
to strafe the enemy tanks with machine-gun fire until their 
ammunition was almost exhausted. A ‘jeep’ detached 

it&f fmm the American column and approached the Ger- 
man tanks. When it neared them the tank crews crawled 

out in haste to surrcndcr. 
“This is the type of help the planes are giving. The 

ground force officers that I talked to were uniform in 
their praise of the close support fighters.” 



FIGHTING IN ITALY 



o&cn call for supporting artillery and other supportins 

fire without employing infantry fire power under their 

immediate control. 
“A more thorough understanding of the use of support- 

ing artillery is desirable among infantry officers and non- 
commissioned officers. They should all know howto adjust 

artille~ and mortar fire. 

MOKb “The maintenance of high morale in units com- 

mitted to action for long continuous periods requires the 
constant attention of leaders. One solution was to estab- 
lish a regimental rest area in the vicinity of the field train 

bivouac. Here showers and clean clothes were made avail- 

able, as well as hot meals. Writing paper, reading material, 

radios, and phonograph records were supplied. The men 

were sent back in small groups from each company on the 
line. After having been confined to foxholes by day and to 
limited movement at night, a 4%hour stay at this rest area 

improved the n~~ale of the personnel immeasurably.” 

COMMENT.: The methods outlined above. to promote 

fighting efficiency can be carried out by units of regf- 
mental and battolfon size by the exercise of resourceful- 
ness and fngenuity on the part of unit commanders. 

* 

WHEN ON PATROL keep your mission in mind Don’t 
be sidetracked. 

IT TAKES the proper amount of water and plenty of 
time to so& together with thorough stirring. to reconsti- 
tute deh&mted foods. 



Concentmtions of Visiting Brass Hats Give Away 

Unpopular Visitors Lieute,lnnt Colonel SC/lull, Com- 

mander Armored Regiment, ANZIO: “Stay away from obser- 
vation posts and forward command posts unless y&r busi- 

ness is urgent. More than one good OP or CP has been 
knocked otit because of careless or unnecessary vi&m. 

‘Adding materially to the harmssing efforts of the enemy’ 
(to quote a battalibn commander), there has been & con- 

stant strealn ‘of visitors from all echelons of command but 
mainly unengaged staff &icers of higher headquarters. 

These visitorsi plus the normal traffic of messengers, aid the 

enemy materially in locating the OP or CP,’ as well as 
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prevent the personnel from getting any rest during quiet 
periods of the action. 

“It is suggested that more reliance be placed on normal 
channels of communication and systems of liaison officers at 

Positions of CPs. 

CPs in an effort to reduce the milling mobs of visitors that 

infest these installations now.” 

* 

Fire Fighting with Tankdozers “After suffering high 

casualties to personnel and equipment while fighting fires 

in ammunition dumps, an Engineer fire-fighting unij, as- 
sisted by an Armored Engineer Battalion, developed a 

method of combatixig these fires, utilizing an experimental 

tankdozer fabricated by the Armored Engineer Battalion. 



“When the ammunition stacks were above ground the 
firemen would initially attack the fire with their I-egular 

apparatus until the ammunition started to explode. Then 
the tankdozer would move in and ‘bulldoze’ the exploding 

ammunition away from the rcnxdndcr of the stack, spread- 
ing the boxes out and banking earth around and over 

them. Eveo wben‘this failed to extinguish the fires, it, 
would cut them down sufficiently to permit the regular 

fire fighters to continue their operations. 
“It was found that when the ammunition stacks were 

dug in, leaving earth banks beside the stacks, the tank- 
dozer could handle the fire alone. It would push the 

earth banks on top of the stacks of amrrwnition, thus 

smothering the fire. 
“In combating a salvage-dump fire,, the tankdozer was 

profitably used to throw up an hearth emba.nkment close 

to the fire. This provided protection for firemen handling 

hose lines.” 

* 

Silent Security A simple alarm device has been impro- 

vised in the Mediterranean Theater to assist in providing 

night security. 
It can be readily made up by troops in the field from 

standard issue materials. 
The device is designed to Set off two Verey lights in 

succession. Both are installed on wooden stakes. They 

are fired by a trip wire which activates the striker mech- 
anisms of two percussion igniters (both of which are on 

the first stake). One sets off the first Verey light. The 
other ignites a safety fuse leading to the second Verey 

light on the other stake. The length of this fuse deter- 
mines the interval between the flares. The time lag be- 
tween the two lights should be long enough to allow an 



worldng Drawing of the “Silent sentry.- 

enemy patrol to get back on their feet by the time the 
second light is‘ fired. The activating trip wire should be 
stretched acrw likely avenues of patrol movement. 



By gauging direction from the first light, troops can 

prepare to direct their ,fire in the right direction when 

the second light illuminates the enemy. 

Animated Mine Exploders Major Luther j, Retd, Oh- 
smw ITALY: “A herd of sheep, hurriedly bought. up 
around the local countryside in ITALY, was used effectively 

by the 36th Division Engineen in clearing an area on the 
south bank of the RAPIDO R~rcn of the Schu mines that 
had been planted there in great numbers by retreating 

GfX~WlS. 
“The mined area was under direct small-arms fire of the 

enemy. The only apparent method of clearing a path 
tb&gh it was to send men in at night with steel rods 

to crawl &mg on their hands and knees and locate each 

mine by probing every inch of the ground. This was too 

SIOW. 

Wonted: 300 Sheep “The engineering officer asked the 

division quartermaster to proyide 300 live sheep. These 
were made available the next day. Two Engineer officers 

and an enlisted man disguised themselves as native Italian 

sheepherders and started driving the flock across the mine 
field. Near the end of the field, after,a number of mines 

had ,been detonated, the Germans got wise to the NSB 

and opened fire, the sheepherders taking cover and with- 
drawing to safety, But ,the sheep continued to mill around 

in the area exploding many mines. The project was con- 

sidered successful as ‘it provided the necessary cleared path 
to the riverbank.” 



Rif\e Grenade Grapnel Aids in Clearing Tripwires A 

rifle-projected grapnel, devised by a unit in ETO’and con- 
structed from a disarmed Antitank Rifle Grenade IMSAl, 

facilitates the clearance of mine trip wires in open fields 
while permitting the maximum use of individual cover. 

Using the rifle grenade launcher, the grapnel may be 

projected 75 to 100 yards from a covered position. It is 
then pulled back along the ground by means of an attached 

cord and the process repeated. 
The range of the grenade grapnel, much <greater than 

t&t of a hand-thrown grapnel, makes possible the clear- 

ance of a large area from a single firing position. In con- 
fined spaces the grenade grapnel may be hand thrown. 

Details of Construction An AT Rifle Grenade M9Al is 

stripped of the nose, powder charge, firing mechanism, per- 
cussion cap, and booster charge. Three 4.in. common 

spikes, bent to an approximation of the desired curve, are 
inserted through holes previously bored at equal distances 

around the circumference of the body. With 1 inch of each 

spikehead remaining inside, a wooden plug is driven into 
the grenade body, forcing the spikes into the plug and 
binding them in place, The shaping of the spikes is then 

completed and the points a” rounded off. A wood screw 
inserted through another hole bored in the,body keeps the 

block from loosening. Immersion in water &ll cause the 
wood to swell, giving additional binding effect on the spikes. 

If’ facilities are available, hooks may be forged and welded 

to a disarmed grenade. . 
A l%-ft. length of cable wire is passed through the fin 

assembly and attached to the grenade by means of a loop 

of soft wire threaded through the safety-pin hole. Ap 
proximately 150 yards of trailing cord (heavy chalk line) 

is attached to the cable by means of a swivel. 
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Firing Procedure and Range The nomml firing pro- 
cedure for the AT Grenade M9Al is followed. Extra care 

is taken that the trailing wire and cord are free of the 

grenade launcher and rifle, and that the trailing cord is 
carefully coiled on the ground, preferably to the right of 

the weapon. With the rifle at a 45’ angle, the grapnel will 

attain a range of 75 to 100 yards. 

COMMENT: Thii method is one of many improvised 
techniques of clearing antipersonnel trip wire mines 
wttb grapnels. It ls of limited application but would be 
useful as an aid in cleating mine fields to which covered 
approaches me available. 

* 

Hide Your AT Guns Captain Don C. Wylie, Infantry 

Antitank Company, A~zro, ITALY: “Position security, in 

this beachhead area is a real problem. The Germans held 

commanding observation and were quick to spot derelic- 

tions in concealment. On one occasion five out of six 
!I?-mm antitank guns that were emplaced in a forward- 

battalion-position area were accurately located by the Ger- 

mans either through improper camouflage or through 
m”vement near them during dayhght. J&after dawn the 

enemy put down an artillery concentration consisting of 
a mixture of impact and air-burst high explosive on each 

of these gun positions and pui the entire crews of all five 
weapons out of action in not b&x 5 minutes. 

“Five German tanks then~ ‘moved iti fioti the right 

flank pn a a&d which ran just in front of the positions of 

the”two front-line rifle companies. Without leaving the 
road, the tanks smothered the position of the right company 

with fire, enabling accompanying German infantry to work 



down a ravine into the position, which was overwhelmed., 
“The tanks then proceeded down the road to the posi-c 

tion of the left company, losing one tank to the remaining: 
AT gun, which they in turn destroyed. Again they 

smothered the company position with fire, while anothw 
German infantqr unit overwhelmed it. 

Visitors Not Desired “In this sector we allow no one to 

visit our forward AT gun positions during daylight nor are 
the gun crews allowed to move out from under the camou- 

flage. Even at night we do not allow vehicies to approad~ 

the positions, thus insuring that their~trxks will not ~dis- 
close gun locations. Pedestrian traffic at Sight is restricted 
to well-defined ‘trails or paths.” 

FIELD ARTILLERY 

Life of a Liaison Officer “I was a liaison officer for 3 

mmths under combat conditions. It is really a rugged life. 

You may as ti~li~forget your jeep, your ,bedding roll, and 
everything that you can’t carry on your back. .You livk 

right with the infantry and get to talk ,the same language. 

It makes a lot of difference if you ,are well acquainted with 
the people you are working with, and understand their 

problems. When they ask for ,ccrtain types of fire that you 
know are inappropriate you can.tell them they are crazy 

and explain just what you can do. 
“As liaison officer I control all the forward observers who 

are working ‘with the infantry battalion to which I am as- 

signed. I have also done a lot of observing myself. The 

infantry, battalion commander I was working with was 
generally at a close forward obsewation post. 



“The wont thing we have to handle at night is the infil- 
‘tration by the Germans around our positions. On ntimer- 

‘[ius occasions I have had to adjust fire on a point behind 

mel ,I did it by calling for fire off the flank and then 

pulling it around where I wanted it.” 

* 

Forward Observers Reports from all theaters continue 
to emphasize the importance of forward-observer methods 

of adjusting artillery fire. Over 90 percent of the fires 

of light and medium artillery are adjusted by this method. 
The furnishing of necessary personnel for forward- 

observer parties pre,sents a serious problem to the artillay 
batteries, since the number of men allowed for this specific 

duty is extremely limited. This situation requires the con- 

stant shifting of men from other activities in order to keep 
the OPs manned, 

The relationshiIj between the forward observer and the 
ar$Elery liaison officer has not; in some ~cases, been fully 

understood. Units in combat however have soon learned 
that while, except in rare cases, it is impossible for the 
liaison officer to act also as a forward observer, it is 

extremely important that he be fully cognizant of observer 

activities. In many cases, where there are several ~fonvard 

observers operating within the zone of action of a sup- 

ported infantry unit; it has been advantageous to control 
and coordinate their work through the artillery ,liaison 

officer with the supported infantry. 
Given below are some battlefield observations on various 

phases of forward-observer activities. 



Planned Observation Cap& ]ern(p, S-2 Field Altiller) 

Bnttaliox, 36th Dic~ision, ITALY: “In formulating our plan 
for using our forward observers, we first consider the in: 

fantq plan of action and find out just what they expect 
of the artillery. From this information we set up an o$ 
servation plan to cover the areil where the infantry is 

going to operate. This permits the thorough briefing of 

ohserve~ prior to their employment, thus providing for 
more intelligent and effective performance of observer 

duties. 

Maintain Freedom of Action “We have found that the 
forward observer works more effectively from a position 
where he can see with maxirnurn pos&le protection from 

small-arms fire, rather than having him closely accom- 

panying the front line troops. We feel that under the 
latter conditions the forward observer becomes nn-e con- 

cerned with seeking cover than with carrying out his 

mission. 
“When we attempted to provide close support at the 

Cuxirr RIVER last September our forward observers, who 

were closely accompanying~ the as&It infantry, were 
‘pinned~down’ by hostile sfimll-arms fire in positions which 

offered no opportunities for observation. This caused us 
to lose touch completely with tire progress of our attack. 

At the same ~time, terrain slightly in rear of the attacking 
troops prwided excellent observation of the entire area, 

if we had only bad eyes up there with which to see.” 

* 

Teach Enlisted Personnel to Conduct Fire First Sergeant 

Adler, Artillery Battnlion, 36th Divirion, I&: “I am 

convinced that all erdisted~ petionnel who accompany the 



forward observer should know how to conduct fire. Then, 

when the officers becorne casualties, these men could take 

the job over and do good work. One of my biggest 
problems in the gun battery is finding proper personnel 
for these forward-observer parties.” 

* 

Rules For Observers Lieutennnl Colonel Pritchard, 

Armored Field Artillery Battalion, IT~Y: “To obtain the 

best results the following maxims should be kept in mind 

by all observers : 
“‘Be aggrtzssiue. Exert every effort to obtain better ob- 

servation of your target area. Do not become involved in 

the infantry fight. An artillery observer in a blind foxhole 

is a definite liability. 

‘Torward Observers Should Not Get Involved in 
Infantry Fights.” 



“Acquire masinun~ facility in spotting and interpreting 

target by indications such as flashes, smoke, sound, etc. 

“When you get a real/q good target put plenty of am- 
munition on it. Observed fire properly adjusted is the 

most remunerative type. 
“Work with other observers. Use their concentrations 

if they are already shot in. Fire for effect that comes down 

on the enemy without warning is really effective. 
“‘Keep up on the situation when you are nof actually out 

observing. 

Aerial Observation “The following notes are especially 

valuable for aerial observers : 
“You can tell the direction from which tire is coming if 

you can look down on the hunts. The side spray is per’- 

pendicular to the line of fire. 
“In interpreting flashes to determine the type of enemy 

weapon that is firing remember that gun flashes are squirts 

of flame; mcwtars are just winks; shell bursts are flame 

splashes; nebelwerfers look like reman candles. The last 
light in the evening is g particularly excellent time to 

observe flashes.” ’ 

* 

The Artillery “Jeep Plane”~ Colonel Russell P. Reedm, 

Infantry Regimental- Commander, NORMANDY. “When 

our division commander asked us what we wanted our 
reply was ‘Keep those artillery jeep planes in the ‘air.’ 

“These planes were the most effective means of stopping 

German artillery fire on our troops. We would be taking 
a real pastins: from their artilleryuntil one of; these planes 

would show up skittering across the sky. Immediately the 

German artillery would stop firing. After one or two 



The Artillery “Jeep Plane.” 
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incautious enemy batteries had continued to iire and dis- 
closed their position to the air observer, with ‘sudden death’ 

results, the others learned that discretion is the better part 

of \&x. 
“Even their mortars respected the eagle ‘eye of the jee:> 

plme and would suspend fire rather than risk detec,tioo 

of their positions.” 

COMMENT: This disinclination of German artillery to 
fire under the threat of dfsclostnq their positions to air 
observers has also been reported from both Sicily and 
My. 

It 

THE OLD ARTILLERY MOTTO. “A battery seen is (I 

battery lost,” still applies. 

* 

Bore Coppering, 105-mm Howitzer Tat R~@rt, Ord- 

nance Department: It has been determined that abnor- 

mally large variations in muzzle velocities of the 105.mm 

howitzer M2Al are caused to some, extent by the deposit- 
ing of copper .from the rotating band of the projectile in 

the lands and grooves of the bore. One result of firing 
tests of this weapon, of interest to field units, is given in 

the test report: “Rounds fired with Zone-I charges tend 

to decopper the bore. Rounds fired with Zone-VII and ex- 

cell charges tend to copper the bore .” Any field at- 

tempts to decopper the bore by mechanical means will 

definitely injure the rifling and affect the accuracy of the 

‘piece.” 

* 
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Tanks at Anzio Colonel L. V. Hi&mm, Regimmtal 
Commmfer, 1st Armored Division, ITAI.Y: “Most of our 
work at the beachhead has been indirect firing as artillery. 

We have fired up to 14,500~yard range by digging the 

tanks in so as to obtain the necessary elevation. For 

some time we could outrange any other weapon on the 
beach. 

“We are all set to operate our own fire-direction center 

whenever necessary. I feel it is highly desirable to be 
veil-trained in indirect fire for the role of reinforcing 

artillery, but definitely not until the crews are thoroughly 
trained in direct fire with all their weapons. I will say, 

however, that the tank gunnery has improved in my regi- 
ment since we have been shooting indirect fire. I attribute 

this to the fact that they arc getting accustomed to laying 
mire carefully-both for ran,ge and deflection.” 

COMMlJNlCAllONS 

Tricks of the Trade 

* 

Stafi Sergeant Spider, Battalion 

Communications Chief, 36th Division, ITALY: “We take 
to the fields to lay wire and keep away from the roads 

as much as possible. It helps to put in test strips at vari- 
ous places when you have two or three lines running 

along the same route. Then if vital lines are broken 
you, ian temporarily divert the wires from other installa- 

tions. 
“Switchboards are invariably dug in and covered. The 

c,overing makes it wanner and provides protection from 
shell splinters. ‘Your operator will stay with his board 

under enemy artillery fire if he, has this protection. 
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“A forward switching centsa! is necessary if your wire 

is going to rea& I usually stay at the forward central 
so as to be nearer to the more vulnerable lines. 

“As soon as possible we substitute MI110 wire for the 

W130 which we lay initially.” 

Security for Engineer Working Parties Commanding 

O&r,, Engineer Combat Battalion, ITALY: “Although we 

are called combat engineers and arc proud of the title, we 
can’t work and fight at the same time. Our experiences 

“Combat Engineers Cannot Be Ekpected To Work and 
Fight at the Same Tie. 



in carrying on engineer activities in conjunction with in- 

fantry have impressed on us the necessity of providing se- 

cwity for working parties. Offensive power must also be 
available to drive off infiltrated enemy patrol{ and to over- 

come isolated enemy combat groups bypassed by advancing 
infantry. 

Covering Forcer Needed “Recently one of our platoons 
was unable to make essential repairs on a main supply 

route due to the activities of an enemy group, 14 men 

strong, located upon a nearby hillside. One of our half- 
tracks charged and dislodged the enemy, killing 11 Ger- 

mans and taking 3 prisoners. Since these half-tracks are 
no longer available to us for such purposes, combat com- 
manders must consider providing covering forces to pro- 

tect close-up engineer activities.” 

* 

CHEMICAL WARFARE 

Widermead Use of Chemical Smoke Colonel M. E. 

Barker, Chemical Ofjicer, Fifth Army, ITALY: “The amount 
of smoke we are now using is f&r beyond the wildest esti- 

mates of smoke enthusiasts of a few years ago. Without 

the mechanical smoke generators and their ability to pm- 
vide sustained smoke screens it would .be very diflicult, if 

not impossible, to meet the, demands for smoke. 
“In this campaign the~Germa.n has been fighting a de- 

fensive battle on ground of ,his own choosing and has re- 

tained control of commanding observation. Therefore, the 

maintenance of a sustained smoke haze over vital areas, 

communication routes, and vulnerable bridges has proven 
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“Without the Mechanical Smoke Generators B Would 

Be Very Difficult If Not Impossible~To Meet,the De- 

mands for Smoke.” 

invaluable in protecting and conccaling~ our, installations. 

and operations.; 

Coverage for a Bridge “The system used very ,succes> 

fully to provide smoke coverage for a vital bridge is~to ar.. 

range the generators in a circle around the bridge with a 
radius uf ,about ,400 yards. This requires 1.3 generators. 

Then ~towards the enemy there is a line of 5 generators 
about a mile from the bridge. These latter generators axe 

lined up along the route of the prevailing wind. This 

method ,pmvides a long, thin haze with some thick spots 
well out in front and: gives a good effective coverage over 

the bridge. The bridge area has been shelled every day 

for 6 ,weeks but as yet the bridge has not been hit. 
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Screening 240-mm Howitzers “At A~zro, smoke was 

used to provide screens over two battalions of 240mm 

howitzers These sc~wx were m&t&cd on a 24.hour 

basis when the howitzers were firing and during periods 
of good visibility when they were silent. The purpose of 

the screen was to hide the flash when the howitzer was 

iired. By this meant and by the use of a synchronized 
dynamite charge to confuse the German sound-ranging 

equipment,~ the howitzers were able to avoid effective 
counter-battery fire.” 

Ir 

HC Smoke P6ironing’ Oftice, Chief Chnical Warfare 
Service: “In the average field concentratian, HC smoke is 
relatively harmless. H&ever, a mild irritation of the 

upper respiratory tract and of the eyes may result from 

prolonged exposure, which should be avoided whenever 
possible. 

“Actual poisoning can result from a prolonged exposure 

to HC-smoke concentration encountered in the immediate 

vicinity of the ,generator. The burning of HC munitions 

in an enclosed space is apt to result in very high concentra- 

tion ca@able of serious poisoning effects from relatively 
shoit exposti~res. 

“The, s&ice gasp mask willP’give complete protection 

a&&St the p%%ious effects of ,breathing HC smoke.” 

* 

MEDICAL TRAINING 

Infantry -Subjects Rqimentnl Surgeon, 47th Infantry, 
Non~mou:~ IMedical personnel should have,more basic. 

infantry training. Subjects such as cover and concealment, 



map and compass work and all others that would enable 
such personnel to protect themselves from enemy fire should 

be included in their training.” 

* 

Medical Detachment Notes Bntlalion Surgeov, Field 
Artillery Battalion, NORKANDY: “All personnel should be 
trained to seek the mareSt aid station rather than search 
for their own. 

“We found jt is impractical to carry litters crosswise on 
jeeps in this terrain because the roads are closely bounded 
by hedgerows. As a result,, we improvised a litter rack 
with three litters parallel to the long axis of the vehicle.” 

* 

WATCH ~the defiiaded approaches io your positions. 
Cover them with wire. mortar fire, and patrols to dff- 
cowage enemy infiltration. 

FREQUENT SHfFTING of night outpost positions wflf 
lessen danger of ambush and confuse the foe. 

CONSTANTLY WATCH for and report any enemy ac- 
tivfties. A jig-saw puzzle fs solved by putting together 
many scraps. 

MOVEMENT covered by fire is stfll the basic means 
of dosfng with the enemy. 



SECTION III 

BASIC DOCTRINES, NEW SETTINGS 

Effect of Jungle on Infantry ~Technique CcZod H. H. 

Haney, Infantry Rqimeutal Commmfel; NEW GUINEA: 
“Our infantry doctrines still hold. We do have to cut our 

cloth B bit difYcrcntly in the jungle. The steep hills and 
the dense vegetation and swamps tend to ‘canalize’~ our 

advance. Flank security is much reduced. It is difficult 
to send units more than a few hundred yards to a flank 
and maintain contact with the& It is next to impossible 
to have flank security patroll&g abreast of a moving 

column. If we tire to make any headway we have to risk 

exposed flanks. 
“The terrain is difficult hut determined troops can 

nx~ncuvcr. The base of fire should be advanced along 
the ridges.” 

+ 



Action Technique Colonel 0. P. i\Tewman, Irrfaatry 
Regimental Commaeder, STEW GUINEA: “The outstanding 

factor in the rapid advance of my regiment was the aggres- 

sive action of the advance Suard. Upon contacting the 
enemy the point would hit ‘to the front and a base of Are 

was immediately built up on the point by the remainder 

of that platoon. The following platoon moved to the 
flank at once, always on the uphill side. This flanking 

.action war continued by the commander of the leading 

company and, if necessary, by the leading battalion com- 

mander, who would send the next following company even 
farther to the flank to hit behind the Jap resistance.” 

COMMENT: The foregoing quotations emphasize the 

fact that regardless of terrain or other condilions our 

basic infantry doctrines czre~sound. Success is attained 
by modifying technique to fit the special conditions en- 
countered. Experiences in cdl theaters of operation con- 
finnthis. 

* 

SCOUTING, PATROLLING, SNIPING 

Skill Saves Lives Lieutenatit General Walter Krueger, 

Sixth Amy, Refmt on Operations, NEW GUINEA and 
NEW BRITAIN: “The assa$t phase of each landing opera- 

tion was relatively short., In every case this phase was 

followed by a long period devoted almost entirely to pa- 
trol activities against scattered and isolated enemy groups. 

Lack of skill ii patrolling,:accounted for many casualties 

among our troops. 
“Certain units, well schooled in patrolling by previous 

experience or intensive training given by experienced corn- 
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manders, sent out patrols which intcrccpted and destroyed 

enemy groups, frequently without the loss of a single mm. 
Other units with the same opportunities but lacking ex- 

perience or proper training sent out patrols which walked 

into hostile ambushes or exhausted themselves in long and 
fruitless expeditions through the jungle. 

The Need for Training “The operations amply illustrated 
the need for thorough training of units and individuals in 
scouting and patrolling. They also proved, however, that 

there is no substitute for experience. It is therefore logical 
that in addition to training, every opportunity should be 

taken to give our troops actual experience in scouting and 

patrolling against the enemy. During the later stages.. qf 

Patrol Leaders Should Not Get Impaiient With New 

MelI 

.I 



operations, when activities against the enemy are limited 
to patrolling, troops that have conducted the initial opera- 

tiorl could be replaced insofar as practicable by troops 
which have arrived more recently in the theater and have 

not been in combat against the enemy.” 

* 

Ambush Patrols A most popular type of patrol in the 

jungle warfare of the South Pacific is the ambush patrol 

sent out with the mission of disrupting Japanese patrol 

activities. In addition every effort is made to bring in 

prisoncrs for intelligence purposes. Colo& Clunzp Garoin, 

Znfawy Regimental Corrmandar, BOUGAINVILLE, com- 

nlents as follows: “The first requisite of a successful am- 

bush is thorough preparation down to the smallest detail. 

Be sure that the equipment of each man is as wmplete as 
possible and in good condition. 

Preliminary Reconnaissance “A detailed reconnaissance 

should bc made of the area before an ambush patrol is 

sent out. When the men are briefed a rendezvous known 

to all patrol members is selected. The party is guided to 
the appointed place by a member of the previous recon- 

naissance party who knows the exact location selected for 

the ambush. 
“Don’t waste time and energy setting an ambush in a 

location that rncrely might see enemy activity. Look for 

definite evidence of’recent enemy use in a location where 
there will be undoubted contact with enemy forces. This 

will prevent your men from becoming restless and ‘trigger- 

happy’ since they have something real to occupy their 
minds. 

“Officers leading ambush patrols must possess a high 
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degree of courage and resolution. Men on ambush duty 
are prone to allow their imaginations to run away with 

them. They harbor thoughts that the enemy is attempt- 

‘ing to surround them, cut them off, and that they are 

‘sticking their necks out.’ Leaders must take definite 

steps to counteract such reactions. 

“Men on Ambush Patrol Are Prone To Let Their 
Imaginations Run Away With Them.” 

Nipping the Nips “Two ambush patrols we sent out 

were placed in excellent ambush locations by an experi- 

enced lieutenant who knew the country, Japanes6 habits, 
and the traits used by the enemy. After putting the groups 
in position he returned to the regiment as ordered. 

‘“The third day both groups returned reporting the pres- 

ence of large numbers of Japanese, which had caused them 
to withdraw from the ambush positions to a hidden bivouac 



where they remained for 2 days. Not a shot had been fired 
at the enemy. The leaders stated that they didn’t fire 

upon the enemy because they thought there were Japs all 
around’ them, and they were afraid that fire would disclose 

their presence and the Japs might attempt to cut them off. 
“These weak leaders were immediately sent out again 

under an experienced patrol commander to demonstrate 

that a group of men can remain close to the enemy and 

pick them off by stealth and patience if the group has 

nerve and confidence in itself.” 

Sniper Selection and Training Lieutenant Raymond H. 

Ross, Infantry, B~IJOANVILLE: “When selecting men to be 
trained as snipers, especial care must be taken to obtain 

individuals capable of acting on their own. This means 
steady nerves, physical strength and agility, patience and 

judgment. Above all they must possess good eyesight and 
be natural marksmen. 

“In training one particular group of snipers, I made an 

extremely difficult ‘snap’ course with targets neatly camou- 
flaged and concealed. The last phase was stalking. I 

placed two men 100 yards apart, indicated a direction of 

advance, and limited them to 30 yards front. The first 
one to see his opponent would ‘snap shoot’ if necessary. 

However, if he was sure he was not seen, he would take 
cover and wait for an accurate well-aimed shot. Then I 

worked groups of five men against five. 

“The competition was keen and sometimes the men were 
practically face to f;ice before seeing or hearing each other. 

I believe this is one of the best ways to train snipers,, scouts, 

and even riflemen. It is both realistic and interesting and 

develops quick thinking as well as seeing and hearing. 



“Snipers Should Be Selected With Care . . . Must be 

Natural Marksmen.” 

Lessonr from Experience “Our experience in patrol work 
has taught many things. Some of the mores important are: 

“Carry three canteens, twg on your belt and one in the 

pack. 
“Leave the packs concealed in a probable bivouac site in 

rear of area of your intended operations. 

“Take a dry pair of heavy wool socks, a jungle sweater, 
and a pair of;gloves. These should Abe kept in the rubber- 

ized food containers. 



“When carrying ‘K’ rations, remove the box and carry 

only the necessary food. The box adds too much weight 

and waste. 
“The medical jungl-le kit is indispensable. Have one for 

every two men, 
“Paint all rifles olive drab. 
“Rifles can be kept Perfectly dry at night by placing 

them on sticks several inches off the ground and covering 

them with banana leaves. 
“Couglw and meezes can be muffled by placing the cap 

over the mouth. This should be practiced in everyday 

training so that it becomes a habit. 

Choosing Bivouac Area “The patrol bivouac area 

should be carefully selected at least 300 yards from trail 

or stream and preferably on high ground. Reconnoiter in 

all directions at least 400 yards to insure safety. Allow 

the men to make themselves as comfortable as possible. 
Before leaving the area, minimize all traces of your pres- 

ence. The stumps and butt ends of saplings and plants 
which have been cut for shelters can be srneared with dirt 

to make them less conspicuous and destroy the fresh-cut’ 
appearance.” 

* 

ALWAYS SEARCH enemy,dmd and his abandoned 
vehicles and positions for unit identification. 

WHEN ON THE MARCH the assistant driver’s seat is 
not a bed. Stay awake and help your driver. 

GRENADES are more useful than rifles in patrol work. 



Types of Operations “The troop was employed in three 
major types of operations namely: 

(I) “The reconnaissance of small islands and of beach 

localities oo larger islands. Each of these missions consti- 
tuted a small landing operation. Their object was to de- 
termine if enemy forms were presalt and if so his strength, 

composition, and dispos,ition. Tbc normal strength of these 
pt”ok \va\ one platoon. On occasion they were RCC~III- 
pnied by artillery personnel reconnoitering for battq 
positions. 

“Natives Were Used Extensively as Guides.” 



12) “Extensive reconnaissanc,c by small patrols (7 t” 12 
men) to determine location and extent of enemy main bat- 

tle positions and his r”utes of withdrawal. Patrols op.+ 

ated dismounted except for water transportation along the 

coast and up the larger streams. Natives were used exten- 

sively as guides, both on trails and k~ross country. They 
also enlisted the aid of other natives in definitely locating 
enemy groups and reporting their movements. 

(3) “As enemy strength increastdin certain localities it 
became necessary to employ strong combat patrols which 

in turn established trail watching posts. While their pri- 
mary mission remained surveillance of the’ enemy, they 

were prepared to fight to prevent the enemy forces reaching 

the coast ‘and escaping by water. 

Local Security “It was highly important that all per- 
s”::nel be thoroughly c”nvrrsant with local security meth- 

ods. Small trail-watching patrols would always have at 

least one soldier and one native guide on the alert. Larger 
observation patrnlr in static positions would utilize trail 

watchers connected to the platoon leader by sound-powered 

telephone. During daylight smaller patrols searched 
through assigned areas. Moving patrols were seldom used 

at night, secunty being provided by standing double 

sentries. 

Trail Formation “In movement, patrols of a platoon or 

less were usually divided into a point, main body, and a 

rear point. The point always consisted of two men- 
usually the patrol leader and: one enlisted man. Ex- 

perienced letiders stressed’the importan& &having the. two 

members of the point m”ve along opposite sides of the trail, 
practically abreast, and observe the jungle to the front ofi 

the far side of the’traii, rather than on their own side. 



Numerous instances occurred when one member of the 

pint saw a lone enemy soldier about to kill the other mem- 
bcr and shot the Jap first. 

“The advance of the point was slow and deliberate 

unless the time element was important. At each bend of 
the trail and at each crest there was at least a momentary 

halt for orientation, gen&at observation, and the issuance 
of any necessary orders, The main body followed the point 

at about the limit of visibility (usually 10 to 25 yards) It 

moved in a column of troopers with about 5 yards distance 
between individuals. The rear point, also consisting of two 

men, one being the assistant patrol leader, followed the 
main body at almost the limit of visibility. 

Weapons and Equipment “Reconnaissance platoons 
were armed with submachine guns, carbines, and M,l rifles. 

The shorter weapons (submachine gun and carbine) were 
preferred by small patrols as they were easier to carry and 

aim in the jungle growth. Large patrols remaining in one 

locality for a considerable period frequently employed the 

light niachine guns for local security. 
“Boats of various types were used constantly, generally 

LCV? or native outrigger canoes. The use of the latter 
became so general that thky received the local designation 
of LCO (landing craft, outrigger). 

Use of Natives “An outstanding feature of ~the work of 

this reconnaissance troop was the extensive employment of 

natives in all types of reconnansance. 
“At first because oft the tack of knowledge of the lan- 

guage and habits of native personnel it was necessary to 

have a member of the ANGAU (AUSTRALIAN NEW GUINEA 
Administrative Unit) accompany all patrols using natives. 

However, both officers and enlisted men soon learned the 



language and gained the confidence of the natives to such 

an extent that the need for ANGAU personnel v&s 

exceptional. 

Resulb “The efficiency of this unit is evidenced by the 

fact that while missions were successfully accomplished thk 

casualties were very light. The troop lost 6 men killed 

and 14 wounded in one landing, but suffered no other 

casualties during the 2 months period of active operations.” 

Fire Teams 3d Marine Regiment, Reprt of Operations, 
BOUGAINVILLE: “The basis of all small patrols was gen- 

erally the ‘four-man fire team’ (three riflemen and one 
automatic rifleman) in either a wedge or box formation. 

For example, a rec&maissance patrol might form a wedge 

or box of wedges of four men each with the leader of 

each team in the center. In’combat, when contact was 
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JTHE Fou13 MAN FIRE TEAMI 

THE TEAM ADVANCES 

AND ATTACKS AN AMBUSH ON A TRAIL 

OR-ATTACKS AN ENEMY PATROL COMING UP 

ON THE FLANK OF OUR FORMATION 

OR- ATTACKS A BUNKER 



made by one of these teams with the enemy, the idea was 

tbat the automatic rifleman would cover the target with 
fire, one rifleman would protect the automatic rifleman, 

and the other two would move in immediately to outflank 

the target. 
“The speed of reaction of the team generally measured 

the degree of success of the attack. An important feature 

of the attack maneuver was that the pair of flankers moved 

on the inside of their formations so that their line of tire 
would be away from other fire teams in the formation.” 

COMMENT: The Marines have experimenied exten- 

sively with this four-man fire team. It is nothing more 

or less than a small-unit application of the tactical prin- 
ciple of fire and movement. The present squad organi- 
zalion of the Marines contains three of ihese teams. 

DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUES 

Organizing Night Security 3d Marine Regiment, Report 
of Operations, BOUCAINVILLE: “It is noteworthy that in 

the defense, each unit, even the squad established itself so 
as to provide all around security during darkness. This 

principle was justified by the results in repulsing Japanese 
attempts to raid our positions. On the first night of the 

landing the necessity of maintaining close security, even in 
the battalion command post, was ‘proved most forcibly 

when it became necessary for ~the. battalion commander 
and his executive officer to assist in repulsing, with knives, 

the attack of a Japanese patrol which had successfully 
passed through our lines and killed one man and wounded 
another before anyone was aware of their presence. 



“In organizing the area defense all automatic weapons 
were sited on fixed fire lines coordinated with adjacent 
units. However, it was a standing rule that weapons 

rxver be fired at night except to repulse a major night 
attack. In order to safeguard personnel and to avoid dis- 
clositig the position of -automatic weapons only knives and 

bayonets were used to take ca~‘e of small infiltrating parties. 

All Telephones Manned “One feature of night defense 
which proved extremely imp&ant and useful was the sys- 

tem of communications set up within the battalion. Each 

platoon command post and company command post was 

connected by telephone. All telephones were on an open 

circuit and connected so that any message passed was heard 

by ~41. It was required that every telcphonc be manned 
continuously from dark to daylight obviating the necessity 
of ringing. The&xc, whenever anything occurred dur- 
ing the night all leaders within the battalion were in- 

stantly acquainted with the situation.” 

A 

curing “Trigger Jitters” Licuttxnnt General Walie?. 
Krueger, Sixth Army, Report on Operntions, NEW GUINEA 
and NEW BRITAIN: “At AMWE and SAIDOR unnecessary 

casualties resulted from promiscuous firing by nervous 

troops, particularly, at night. This action is characteristic 

of inexperienced troops and is generally referred to as 

‘trigger happiness.’ This condition was not as noticeable 

at CAPE CLOUCESTER probably due to the general policy 
of halting offensive action sufficiently early in the afternoon 
tom permit thorough organization of a defensive bivouac 

before darkness. Uncontrolled fire at n>ight may be reduced 
by the following measures: 



“Trigger Happiness” Can Be Prevented. 

“Have the men con& the brush and search the trees of 
the bivouac area while it is still daylight. This will tend 
to convince the troops that there is no enemy present. 

“Require each individual to become thoroughly familiar 
with the characteristics of his own position and with the 
location of friendly troops in his immediate vicinity. 

“Make adequate use of barbed wire, booby traps, anti- 
personnel mines, and trip wires to cover circumference of 
bivouac and likely avenues of approach. 

“Insist on thorough training in fire discipline.” 

COMMENT: A sharp distinction must be drawn between 
the promiscuous firing of nervous or inexperienced 
personnel and covering ffre by controlled advancing 
troops. Many reports have been received which have 
emphclsfzed the dffIiculties of fire management, pfstfcu- 



lcmly of mea-covering fires. The tendency of the Ameri- 
can infantryman to ftte only at a visible target has some- 
times permitted enemy small-arms fire from concealed 
positions to continue unchecked. 

* 

Hold Your Position XIV Corps, Lessons Learned at 
BOUGAINVILLE: “During all our training we had empha- 

sized the doctrine of a battle position to be held at ali costs. 

This paid off with large dividends during the recent Jap- 
anme attacks on onr B~~G~~N~ILLE bcachhcad. Infiltrat- 

ing Japanese would isolate pillboxes, but failed to terrify 
the occupants or cause a withdrawal. These isolated pill- 

boxes, held by determined individuals, provided the prin- 

cipal supporting fires for subsequent counterattacks. 
“Failure to reduce these defensive works forced the en- 

emy to dig in on disadvantageous ground, and further, they 
prevented biro front withdrawing or shifting his position 

during daylight. Platoon leaders directed the actions of 

pillboxes rather than of squads. The tbrcc to five men in 

each emplacement worked as a unit under the command 

of the senior within the box.” 

* 

INFANTRY WEAPONS 

Mortars in the Jungle 3d Marim Regimmt, Report of 
Operations, BOUCAINVILLE: “The jungle presents few ob- 
stacles to the use of the 60-mm and 81.nun mortars that 

cannot be successfully and quickly overcome. Mortar-unit 

leaders from the squad to the platoon must, however, ex- 



hibit unusual initiative, ingenuity and skill, and the mortar 
crews must be trained to the peak of perfection. Equip- 
ment and demolitions for topping trees or otherwise clear- 
ing field of fire ,must be available to the mortar squad. 
By vigorous reconnaissance, however, energetic leaders will 
frequently locate small clearings from which one or more 
mortan may be fired in less time than would be required 
to clear a field of fire. 

“This is particularly true if consideration be given,to 
using the higher rather than the lower number of propel- 
ling charge increments. Frequently, when mortar fire was 
urgently required, a test for mask clearance was made by 
firing a shell from which the safety pin had not been re- 
moved. If the shell cleared the mask, the concentration 
was delivered without more ado. 

Adjusting Mortar Fire “In jungle fighting, wire com- 
munication is necessary for the 60.mm mortar sections as 
well as for the 81.mm sections. The observer for these 
weapons must take station in the front lines or even fur- 
ther forward. The sound-powered telephones are espe- 
cially valuable for this purpose. 

“It was seldom that the mortars could be adjusted by 
visual observation. As a rule they were adjusted entirely 
by sound. On more than one occasion confusion was 
created by simultaneous firing of artillery and mortars be- 
cause of the similarity in the sound of the exploding shells; 
However, this difficulty can he readily overcome since 
artillery and mortar observers were usually close together 
and could agree among themselves as to who would shoot 
when. 

Tree Climbers Sometimes Useful “AS a general rule, 
except in hilly country or swamps, there was little ad- 
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“There Was Iittle Advantage To Be Gained by Climbing 
Trees To Get a Clearer View . . .’ 

vantage to be gained by the observers climbing trees in an 
attempt to get a clearer field of view. However, mortar 
observers bad ‘provided themselves with tree climbers and 
they were of value on several occasions in locating targets 
or clearings. 

“Due to the denseness of the jungle vegetation ?vhich 
limits the effective radius.of the shell burst, mortar con- 
centrations can 6e brought much closer to our own lines 
than would be practicable in open country. On many 
occasions, 60-mm wxtars weriz adjusted to within 25.to 
35 yards of our own troops.” 

* 
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%‘hile it is not contemplated that the Ramethrowcr be 

included as a weapon in the rifle squad or platoon, it 

&old, nevertheless. be immediately available and ready 
for employnrcnt. Thus, the rifleman, on occasion becomes 

a flamethrower-man and his cff‘cctiveness in combat de- 
pends initially on his ability as a sold& and neat, on this 

proficiency with his special weapon, the flamethrower.” 

* 

The Machine Gun in the Jungle 3d Marine R&nc:nt, 
Report of O,fwrabm, BOUCAIWILLE: “In this operation 
there was no opportunity for the use of machine guns in 

distant support or to drlivrr fire by overhead or indirect, 

fire methodu. It was always nccc~sary to place direct- 

support machinr guns right in the, front lines. Break- 

through guns could not be sited to cover the intervals 

between front-line guns because of the jungle growth. They 
were utilized primipally in the defence of cornmarrd posts 

and supply routes. 

“An interesting use of the heavy machine gun in sup- 
port of a jungle attack was the custom of raising the fire 

of the guns to the tree tops 50 to I,00 yards to the front 
at the moment of the passage of our lines by the attacking 

troop and maintaining this fire until such time as ricochet- 
ing bullets might endanger our men. This practice resulted 
in many casualties to the enemy who customarily took sta- 

tions in trees in the attempt to overlook our positions.” 

* 
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Pack Car& Adapted To Transport Light Machine Gun. 
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Emergency Use as Platform. 

Pa& Ccmier. Adapted as Shown. Saves Time Putting 
Gun in Operation. 
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ARTILLERY OBSERVATIONS 

Crorring Swamps Lieutannnt General Walter Kraegcr, 
Sixth Army, Refmrts on O~~erationr, NEW GUINEA and NEW 
BRITAIN: “A large swamp was unexpectedly encountered 
just in rear of the landing beach at CAPL GLOUCESTER 
squarely across- the mute to selected artillery positions. It 
was only with the assistance of amphibious tractors (LVT’s) 
that the 105~~x5 howitzets with their prime movers and 
ammunition were able to cross the swamp and reach their 
firing positions. 

“In a large majority of landing operations of this type, 
terrain conditions ashore will be practically unknown. It 
is, therefore, very desirable that amphibious tractors be 
available, if possible, for emergency use in moving artillery 
and other heavy equipment over swampy terrain. 

Sensing By Sound “In all these operations most adjost- 
ments of fire were by forward observer methods. This 
was due to the very lirnitcd visibility. Often the observer 
would be forced to,scnse by sound with the unaided ear. 
Observers should endeavor td acquire facjlity in locating 
points of impact from the sound of their detonation. 

Keep Dispersed “There was a tendency on the part of 
inexperienced soldiers to bunch and remain standing when 
close supporting fires were delivered. Excessive casualties 
could have resulted if rounds had fallen short. Front Iine 
infantry units must keep dispersed and in foxholes or be- 
hind cover during periods of close supporting artillery 
fire.” 

* 

DON’T BE FOOLED by English-speaking enemy. 
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ATTACK OF BUNKER POSITIONS 

finding the Blind Spot 3d Marbe Regiment, Refiort of 

~perationr, BOUCAINVILLE: “Regardless of any arrange- 

ment of bunkers for mutual support, there is always a 
blind spot in the defense, particularly if the supporting 
riflemen in rifle pits outside, the bunker are eliminated by 

grenades or small-arms fire. The key to the attack of a 
bunker position is the finding of this blind spot, 

“When a fire -team (three or more men with one or 

more automatic weapons) discovers a bunker either by 
obserGati?n or by being fired upon, all hands take cover. 

The leader then reconnoiters the position until he locates 

the blind spot; that is, a point near a fire bay or a door 
which apparently is not subject to the fire of machine guns 

sited on fixed lines from the bunker under attack or from 
adjacqnt bunkers. The leader then determines, if pos- 

sible, the location of enemy riflemen, if any, whose fire may 

c&r this blind spot. (See sketch, page 57.) 

Delivering the Knockout “Upon completion of his 
reconnaissance the leader places his automatic weapons to 

cover the fire ports of the bunker by firing diagonally into 
them. He places the other members of his team in po- 

sitions from which they can kill or drive to cover the enemy 
riflemen covering the selected blind spot. One or two men 
armed with submachine guns or automatic rifles (Ml) and 

grenades or TNT bombs are then placed where they can, 
at the proper moment, charge up to the blind spot between 

the lanes of their own supporting fires. 
“Fire is opened on signal and under its protection the 

submachine gunner and grenadiers move up to the blind 
spot and approach as close as practical to the fire bay or 

door where they throw in several grenades or banbs. Im- 
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mediately following the explosion they enter the bunker 

and complete the destruction of the defenders by gunfire. 

Good Marksmanship Essential “There is, of course, 
cpnsidcrable danger to these submachine gunners or gren- 

adiers of being injured by the fire of their own men or 
by ricochets. Thcreforc it is essential that this technique 

be practiced over and over again in training so that dose 
tcarrrwork will be developed and the covering fires he lifted 
to keep from endangering the men closing in on the bunker. 

It is obvious that only good marksmen can safely be as- 

signed to fire in such an attack on ‘a bunker position. 
“Machine guns are frequently used to furnish the diver- 

sionaq fires against bunker ports and to keep the de- 
fenders away from bunker doors. 

“SVhen one of these mutually supporting bunkers has 

been knocked,out, it is generally found that adjacent bunk- 
ers are uncovered at several points making possible 
a quic,k reduction of the. entire position by repeating 

the ~xrformance. 

Daring But Profitable “While seemingly a daring and 

dangerous procedure, this method of at.tack was found in 

actual ,practice to be less costly than any other method 
that cali be employed by riflemen. It must he executed 

aggressively, the attack beginning’the moment the bunker 
is detected before the defenders can determine the location 

of the attackers. 

“On BowaIxvILLE relatively few casualties were sus- 
tained by the attackers in the reduction,of I,5 bunkers by 

this technique. The enemy dead found in and around 
these particular bunkers numbered 154. The total time 

required to capture these bunkers was 2 hours and 30 

minutes.” 

* 
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Mopping Up Bunkers Zst Lieufeaml Donald B. Henry, 
CM’S, IJSAFFE, ADMIRALTY ISLANDS: “The Japs had been 
pulling the trick of lying ‘doggo’ and letting the first as- 

sault troops go past their bunker in the belief that they 
had retreated or had been killed. Immediately after the, 

first wave had. passed, the Japs would open fire on their 

rear. This action even though performed by few or even 
wounded Japs was causing our troops some &sualties. 

“In order to avoid this situation the 1st Cavalry Division 

instituted the following procedure. Flamethrowers and 
demolition squads were assiglxzd to follow immediately in 

the wake of attacking troops. As successive bunkers were 
reduced, the flamethrowxs would advance shooting fire into 
each one, and the accompanying demolition quads would 

then blow them up. This completely eliminated the possi- 

bility of live Japs in the rear of our troops. The flame- 

throwers proved a fast and efficient mopping up weapon.” 

*. 

TANKS IN THE SOUTH SEAS 

light vs. Medium Colo~~el, Narion Carson, Cavalry, 
Observer, SWPA: “The main characteristic in employment 
pf tanks in operations in this area has been the use of in- 

dividual tanks, groups of two or three tanks, and separate 
platoons in close support of ground troops. The light tank 

has effectively used its machine guns and 37-mm canister 
against enemy troops more or less in the open. 

“Also very effective results have been obtained by firing 
37-mm high explosive through the slits in pillboxes and 

bunkers. The medium tank with its 75-mm gun is more 
useful in reducing bunkers but is under severe operational 

handicap due to terrain difficulties. Where conditions 



permit the medium is preferred to the light as a tr001) 
support weapon. 

Tank-Bulldozer Combination “The combination of me- 
dium tanks with a D-7 bulldozer was successful in keeping 

the tanks up w&h dismounted troops. The tanks would 

overwatch the dozer while it cleared a feasible roadway 
through the obstacle and then they would advance to the 

next obstacle where the operation would be repeated. 

“It has been conclusively demonstrated that when tanks 
are attached to dismounted troops certain troops should be 

specifically charged with the mission of protecting the 
tanks. If this is not done, infiltrating enemy will im- 

mobilize them. 

“The Japanese have not effectively made use of mines 
to counteract tanks. The continued USC of tanks in these 

operations, however, can be expected to bring about greater 

mine-laying activity on their part.” 

COMMENT: Reports from Italy of tankdozers which on 
occasion fought as tanks indicate ihal they might well 
replace the D-7 bulldozer in this type of operation. 

COMBATING MALARIA 

The Mosquito Hazard Colonel Fenton G. Epling, Coast 
Artill& ~Observer SWPA: “Antimalaria discipline is diffi- 
cult. to enforce both in newly arrived and old-established 

,units. Its efficacy is directly proportional to the emphasis 
placed on the subject by the uhit commander. The simple 
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requirement to wear shirts with sleeves unrolled and but- 
toned is most frequently violated. Most men accepted 

malaria as something like battle wounds or death--one gets 
it if his number is up.” 

Atabrine Treatment Lieutenant Colonel George G. Dun- 

cm, Medical Cm@, SWPA: “It has been possible to halt 

abruptly recurrent attacks of malaria even during intensive 
training by proper atabrine treatment. 

“Two types of dosage have proven equally &factory, 
namely 0.5 gram of atabrine on Mondays and Fridays, or 

0.4 gram every third day. However, the first-named method 

is considered the more practicable from an administrative 

point of view. 
“The most important factor is the enforcement of strict 

discipline in administering the drug. It should be admin- 
istered by roster with appropriate safeguards to insure that 

every individual is required to take the prescribed dosage.” 

,COMMENT: Atabrtne has proven lo be the most suc- 
cessful drug in combating malaria. Where properly 

and habitually used it completely eliminates malaria 
symptoms. No fll effects whatevei have been noted 
in large groups of men who have taken atabrine con- 
tinuously for more than CI year. The widespread rumors 

that the co#inued use ‘of the drug nifght cause im- 
potence or sterility have no basis in fact whatsOever. 

* 
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NORMANDY BEACHES 

Clearing Beach Obstacles Car@ Engineer VII Corps, 
NormwAmw: “The UTAH beach obstacles consisted of ele- 

ment ‘C’, steel and wooden tetrahedroq, steel hedgebogs, 

driven steel and wooden piles, wooden ramps and barbed- 
wire entanglements. Some of the piling had peen mined. 

The obstacles were p&d in bands extending generally 

from the high-tide level to the midtide point on the beac,h. 
“The breaching parties were made up of carefully selected~ 

Navy and Army Engineer personnel and were given in- 

tensive special training for a S-week period. Each breach- 
ing party consisted of approximately 1 officers and 24, 

enlisted men. 

The Landing “The parties landed from LCIvI$ and 

LCVP’s in 3 to 4 feet of water and waded ashore with 60- 
pound packs of prepared explosive charges. These pre- 

pared charges consisted of 2-pound packages of explosive. 
Some of these were contained in a special designed canvas 
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“. 8. SIGSM, COIWS 

Element “c” (Utah Beach, Normandy). 

bag, npproximntcly 1 !G inches in dim&x and 12 inches 
long, quipped with a hook-and-string fastener. Due to 

a shortage of thcsc bags the great majority of the charges 
were contained in the ordinary issue sock, same 40,000 of 
these inproviscd sock charges having been prepared. 

“These charges wcr(: tied by hand to the main support 

metnbrrs of the various types of obstacles. The breaching 
cmvs worked in groups of two to four men. The tank- 

dozers were effectively used t,o move and windrow the blown 
obstacles. 

Widening the Breach “The Naval parties worked on 
the seaward bind of obstacles while the engineer parties 
moved in to the next band. An initial gap of 400 yards 
ms blown,, following which the parties moved toward 

each flank extending the breach until the fM width of the 
beach bad been cleared. Hand-placed charges accounted 



COMMENT: The outstandiig features of thii clemcmce 
of beach obstacles. which was accomplished in less 
than the anticipated time. were: 

The selection of well disciplined personnel. thoroughly 
trained in the simple techniques of demolition work, and 
commanded by competent leaders. 

The use of a simple flexible plan which functioned 
despite some radical last minute changes. 

Tbe provision of an adequate reserve of both men and 
explosives. 

The use of standard prepmed charges. 
l%e full cooperation between Naval and Engineer 

demolition units. 
The use of tankdozers working in conjunction with 

demolition parties. 

LOS NEGROS ISLAND 

A Wading Envelopment Observer’s Report, SF\‘PA 
This is a +m-ative of a unique operation necessitated by 

exceptional circumstances. It relates the actidiw of a troop 
of cavalry in reducing an eitemy position donsisting 6f 

three bunkers, by means of an envelopment in shallow water 

aiong the shore. It clearly demonstrates the importance of, 

and the Fecessity for, a .thorough reconnaissance hefore 
determining a plan of action. 

Situation “A squadron of cavalry was engaged in clear- 

ing the enemy fronvthe area between then south #mre of 
Los NECROS ISLAND and LEMONDRO~ CR&K to the north. 
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One troop was advancing west along the south coast with 
its left flank on the shore line. Another troop had the mis- 

sion of clcarirtg the enerny from the higher ground just 
west of the swamp, and a third troop was in support of the 

westward advance, about 200 yards in rear of the leading 

elements. The primary mission of the weapons troop was 
to support the advance to the west and its secondary mis- 

sion was to be prepared to assist the troop to the north upon 

call. 
“The enemy had been executing a delaying action with 

small combat groups in bunkers and numerous snipers oper- 

ating between these bunker positions. 

Reconnaissance “The leading scouts of the troop ad- 
vancing westward along the south shore suddenly received 

fire from their front. They took cover and signalled the 

remainder of the troop to halt. The troop commander 

moved forward to join his scouts and acquaint himself with 
the situation. Reconnaissance patrols were promptly 

organized and dispatched. 

Information Obtained “These patrols returned with the 

information that there were three bunkers, the southern- 
most being about 15 yards inland. The bunkers, were 
old and weU concealed by growing vegetation, and were 

wvered with one thickness of coconut logs and from 1 to 
3% feet of earth. They had slits on the east arld west sides 

only; this would make a frontal attack a costly operation. 

“To the front was a swamp 30 to 60 yards inland and 

roughly paralleling the shore. It would be impossible to 

negotiate quietly the swamp’ to the aorth of the enemy 
positions; to send an enveloping force by way of the ridge 

to the north would require more time than remained before 

dark. 
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“The vegetation was especially heavy for a few yards 
inland along the beach. This dense vegetation would per- 

mit the approach of individuals especially adept at travers- 
ir:g :a$ growth, but it war ‘doubtful if a platoon, or even 

a squad, could get through it without detection. 

“Considerable underbrush had been cleared away, from 
about 5 yards &land to within a few yards of the swamp, 

to provide passage and a field of fire for the Japanese 

forces. 
“There was a protective reef offshore which caused the 

wafer along the beach to be quite smooth. The beach 
sloped off rapidly to shoulder depth about 10 yards out. 

The Plan “After consideration of the factors developed 

by the reconnaissance, the troop commander decided to 

send one platoon, consisting of two full-strength squads, 
through the water along the beach to a position in rear of 

the bunkers. Another platoon would exewte a holding 
attack, and the third rifle platoon would act as support and 

protect the right flank of the troop. The 60.mm mortars 
and LMG platoon would support the holding attack in- 

itially, but the mortars were to be prepared to support the 

enveloping force on call. A sound-powered telephone was 
carried with the flanking unit by the observer from the 

weapons platoon to maintain communication with the 

mortars. 

The Aitack “The enveloping force was formed in a 
column of half-squads with the platoon leader out in front. 

The platoon sergeant and the sergeant file-closer were with 

the second squad. In this formation they waded out into 
the water to where it was deep eriough to leave only their 

heads and shoulders exposed. The ~weapons and ammu- 
nition were held above the water whenever practicable, 

but all were immersed at sometime during the move. In 





the north, and the operation would have had to be d&wed 

until the next day.” 

* 

KWAJALEIN ISLAND 

Weapon Training Major Leonard E. Wellendorf, Bat- 

t&n Commander, 7th Division: “During the training 

period for this operation the two major elements stressed 

were use of demolitions and the knowledge of and use by the 

soldier of his individual weapon. Sixteen men were chosen 
from each company and given special training in the use 

of flamethrowers and demolition charges under many var- 

ied conditions. These men were trained to act as a team, 

or could be divided into smaller units depending on the 

situation. 
“I am convinced that a most important contributory fac- 

tor to the success of this operation was the thorough train- 
ing each individual soldier received in the use of his 

individual weapon. His superior marksmanship over the 

Jap saved many lives. 

Communications ‘Tn an effort to solve the problem of 

rapid communication between tank platoons and sections, 
and Infantry platoons and companies, a reel of field wire 

inclosed in a box was mounted on the rear of the tank. 

A Md phone was attached to one end of the wire and in- 
stalled in the tank while the other end of the wire was left 

free to drag along behind the taxik. Each infamy squad 
++d an EE-8 field phone so ihat they could hook onto 

the wire, dragging along the ground.. A switch Andy a 
light, operated by the ringer circuit, were installed in the 

tank to act as a signal that the outside phone was connected. 
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“This system proved helpful on many occasions, although 

a number of the reel boxes wcrc knocked off or damaged. 
Also it was impossible at times for the infantrylncn to 

cspose themsclvcs long enough to connect their phoxs. 

COMMENT: Reports r+ceived from France have also 

mentioned the successful use of an exterior-mounted 

telephone on tanks working in close cooperation with 
infantry. While the method has obvious limitations it 

is publiihed as having had some measure of success in 

establishing liaison between tanks and the smaller in- 

fantry unit. 

* 

Night Fighting “I believe that training in night fighting 
should receive more attention. However, in operations such 

as at KWAJALEIN, many lives would have been saved if the 

troops had stopped advancing about 1630, consolidated 
their position, and dug in for the night. This would have 

permitted them to become fully acquainted with the ter- 
rain peculiarities in their immediate vicinity and with the 
location of adjacent unts. Security would be obtained by 

using the system d&lopefi in the SOUTI*, PACIFIC of posi- 
tion immobility during darkness with orders to sentries to 

shoot at anything that moved. This might have prolonged 

the operation somewhat but would have saved many lives 
and eliminated the major problem of maintaining com- 

munication with moving~ units during houn of darkness.” 

COMMENT: Tbe system of fmmobflity durfng da&ness 

with orders to sentries to shoot at &+thing that moves 

CM only be used under suitable conditions. Its appli- 

chtion offers obviously dangerous po&lflitles. In thii 

.connection recent reports from the South Pacific empha- 



size that all types of small-arms fire are discouraged 

during darkness except in the case of a maior hostile 
attack. The use of the hand grenade is favored since 

it avoids disclosing the defender’s position. 

* 

Bunkers and Pill Boxes “While the naval and air hom- 

bardment did a remarkable job in destroying Japanese 
bunkers and pillboxes, quite a number of them were still 

in good shape and had to be destroyed by the infantry. On 

approaching a bunker, a loud-speaker would be set up and 

an interpretcr would broadcast a warning to the Japs to 
come out and surrender which they did on several occasions. 

“In such cases they would be instructed to strip off all 
their clothing and to approach with their hands held high 

in the air. They have a bad habit of hiding a grenade or 
two in their clothing and using it as soon as they come close 
to our troops. 

“When advancing past a bunker a small~guard was left 

to warn the following troops if there was any doubt that 
the Japanese occupants had not all been killed. This 
method was successful in saving many lives.” 

* 

AMPHIBIOUS MISCELLANY 

Identification of Landing Crah 3d Marine Regiment, 
Report of Operations, BOUG,AINYILLE: “On 7 November 

the Japanese landed a composite battalion west of the 
KOROMOKINA RIVER just outside the Marines’ beachhead. 

The initial landing was made unopposed although under 

the guns of an antitank platoon sited for beach defense. 



,I . . . .They Would Fe Instructed To Strip Off All Their 
Clothing . . . ” 

This was because~ the liecitenant commanding the platoon 
failed to recognize the boats as being Japanese. 

“Training in the identification of landing craft,is an 

essential subject for personnel of antitank elements since a 
primary assignment of such elcrncnts in an amphit$ous 



operation will often be beach defense. Such traininS is 

also of extreme value to light antiaircraft gun batteries 
which frequently are located on the beach and should forti 

a part of the antiboat defense.” 

* 

Souvenir-Hunterr a liability Combat Report, 3d Marine 
Diuirim, ROUC~~INVILLE: “Very little captured material was 

turned in by subordinate units although it is known that 

considerable amounts fell into our hands. Men would not 
turn in articles they captured be&usc of a desire to save 

them as souvenirs. This situation can be wercome by 
csplaining to personnel the intelligence value of captured 

“No Tickee-No Souvenir.” 



material and at the same time instituting a system whereby 
desired souvenira will be returned to the individual when 

they have served their purpose as intelligence material. 
The Jap saying, ‘the American fights for souvenirs’ is quite 

true.” 

* 

Keep the Ritler Firing Major General H. M. Smith, 

Commanding Fifth Amphibious Cc+, GILBERT ISLANDS: 
“One battalion at TARAWA assigned four men to do notb- 
ing but clean and repair rifles. These men would pick up 

rifles of the wounded and dead, clean and repair them, and 

then exchange them with front line troops who had no 
time to clean and repair their own rifles. This improvised 

method of keeping rifles in operation was exc~ellent, and 
is recornrrm~ded f&r possible adoption by other units 

in similar circumstances.” 

* 

EFFICIENT SECURITY is only obtained by pro+iding 
against all contingencies. likely and unltk.ely. 


